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PROSOPISIA

Editorial:

Prosopisia is the official journal of A.R.A.W.LII... (Academy of

Lying in a hospital bed in the ICU--where I had been admitted
owing to sudden eruption of DVT (Deep Vein Thrombosis)
nearly a fortnight ago -- I could listen to personal pain and see
impersonal whimpers, smothered cries. With every prick of
the needle, wrinkles on faces changed their course and
corners of eyes dripped. The cannula on the back of my palm
like a tossed marble during childhood Indian summer games,
like a painted ship upon a painted ocean, remained with me
like the sly memory of someone I once liked but could not love
further. The vast greenery across the huge glass window had
something of homeopathy on what I had been before
admission and something of allopathy on what I was after
admission to the ICU. I was there and alone in the midst of cosufferers. I had not thought life had undone so many. And so
much!
Those like myself and I in the ICU were like glaciers floating
9/10 in waters of euthanasia and 1/10 in the waft of hope. An
unseen membrane of pain cuts through each floe blueblanketed and lying upon hospitable cushion beds.
And lying there my had-been fluttered like a crammed scroll
with words bespeaking of what little I gave and was given in
abundance. Suddenly flashed there a little story told to me by
one of my elderly friends -- Mr R. P. Bansal. "A miser once fell
into a pothole. Some well-wishers gathered and one of them
yelled out, 'Lalaji, give us your hand.' But Lalaji had never
given anything to any one and therefore, he held his arms to
his breast. Then a wiser person asked the fallen man, 'Sir,
please take my hand, hold it tight and I'll pull you out.' At once
Lalaji held out his folded arm and was dragged out.
And I, too, came out of the ICU , like a Kabaddi player back to
my home.
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And when I'm back home, I seem to have realized the
significance of the opening lines of Les Murray's 'Home Suite'-"Home is the first /and final poem/and every poem between
/has this mum home seam". Yes, of course, the halfintermittent silences of the ICU have now become quite vocal
and reverberating in the current aftermath. Haply, creativity in
some sense slouches out of some sort of Spiritus Mundi-- the
mum of near-mummy's in the ICU. (Surely the second coming
is at hand...). And for sure, the Prosopisia is at hand, a bit
delayed though.

ANURAAG the watched is blind ignorance all buffered.
The cross-seal cannot afford to cross over
the buffer zone.
The seal unseals the inevitable
and the impending.
Poets and creative writers are in some sense all Sanjays
reporting the 'what's up and on' to the one and all who have
eyes but cannot see blinded by the self -woven veils of ego and
ignorance. Creativity is the next door neighbor to knowledge
and wisdom. To be creative is to be wise. To be wise is to have
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HELEN BAR-LEVTO

POETRY
13

Predestined
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Prosopisia will publish only original and unpublished texts. All
contributions must be submitted to the Editor or Co-Editor.
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spacing in MS-Word, should be sent as an E-mail attachment. The writer
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belongs to. The subject of the E-mail should be Submission for
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Contributors will get two complimentary copies of the issue in which
their contribution finds a place.
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HELEN BAR-LEVTO
(Israel)
Predestined
This love exists
because the sun is
because the stars are
Even the cosmos
doesn't question
things predestined
like this love,
the sun, the stars,
Venus, Mars
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MARTIN TUCKER
(USA)
Imagery
What I want
but hve not been able
to say I want
so I clothe it
in pictures
sheer and opaque
of dimness
beyond found ground.
Like a suitcase
someone else's key
opens it.
I am not alone in my memories.

Writing a Poem After Reading Frank
O'Hara's Lunch Poems
I think I could write one,
A lunch poem,
Especially now I've give up lunch.
I'd have the whole hour
And no worries about travel time
To go to a lunch counter or a long line at the salad bar,
Or those fancy tables where one waits for waiters
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o arrive with heavy sauces on conspicuous plates.
I could write about people I met last night
Whose names I don't remember,
I'd use the limitation freely
To comose stories I'd like to happen,
Like meeting a handsome poet who admires my work,
A nice piece of work, he'd say, looking at my ass.
The facts would not matter, the essence would.
Truth is an essence whose body is flesh and then picked on.
Frank would talk about street food,
the anticipation of the biteInto something organically
vulgar.
I think I can do that if I forget my hesitation
And smile with the saliva of sensations,
And chew pckles I adore
Whose ineffable odors wouldt get me into a vat of trouble
At the office door.
But when I walk back to my sell and tower,
I would know I dangled a poems roots for an hour.
I would know I willed my imagination to a lusty appetite.

After John Cowper Powys
I will come back to your duvet, believe you me.
I will come back to your smile, believe you me.
Remembering is a guile of time, believe you me.
Returning is merely seeing the sea behind us, believe you
me.
Stucco nor stone nor the bands of occupied time
Shall keep me from restoring the stars under which we
walked
Through a black night into a forest of welcome
Prosopisia
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FRANK JOUSSEN
(Germany)

HASSANAL ABDULLAH
Bangladesh

Lady Icarus

Poetry Café 1

Imprisoned in a
deep depression on your
I-land
and in the absence of
an ingenious father
you went out to make
your own wings

wings

fly
to

back

to

And so we came back.

your

son

your sun, your only one
but blinded by the light
of your own success you fell
back on the meagre resources
of your
I-land
not shattered, but bruised, heavily,
you who bruise
so easily.
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We had the time's tormented clarinet in our hand;
our words were completely covered,
our bones were
curved in every invaded hours,
and the women living with us,
they, too, speaking of love
made us shivering in snake's bite.
Yet, we were happy with that
the great winter however appeared for a while
in the East and the West with the drastic Dravidian emotion.
Sometimes, being awakened for the whole night,
clinching our teeth,
shuffling the huge snow in primitive penance,
we gazed at the sky.
The down pouring snow suddenly increased
as the wind tickled to enter into its ears.
That's how they descended in cluster with huge calling
making our lives still slippery;
so much
salt we sprinkled in the dawn and nights
sometimes time elapsed in emotion,
sometimes in recession; sometimes our children
suffering from the severe fever, convalesced
with sweating

Prosopisia
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sometimes the flood water
rushed into our houses;
in which we swam for years
and slept along with snakes and dogs
even in the night of our second wedding.

Poetry Café 2
Picked up the feathers
at the bazaar and gorge, at the field and human crowd—
going from market to market
and keeping an eye on the shroff
we said, “We won't provide you the joy of
Our unlucky body even if you call on us relentlessly
referring the illness of your mother.”
Together,
we all sought for pardon in folding hands.
We, old and young, short and tall,
either individually or in a group—
mimed for mercy.
Much of the debt
accumulated as we ate
everyday, and were
beaten for bearing the balance
and asking for whatever we need.
So we said, “Dear Master, the forgiver,
your sure is our mom, our dad,
whatever we earn through the physical labor,
give us or not at your will.
Peeling it all
we will submit our own skin to you;
and you will let it dry
upon the tree standing in the middle of ditches
with our horrible wounds and frantic stitches.

18
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Or in the midnight if you drag a mark of opportunity
on our humiliated fates keeping us beneath your foot,
and if you tie up our heads with a stand,
we will have nothing to say!”
We only have the endangered clarinet in our hand,
our legs are chained with the iron fetter,
just a half of what we want to say bitterly blooms
and the other half easily dries
inside the vocal cord;
as we are trashed at the edge of the barren streets.

Poetry Café 3
As they smell the hot tea,
some of us navigates the flag of non-stop talking
at whatever the direction it freely flows,
and loves to have the tea paid by other.
At each weekend, as the urge of free-tea applauds in them,
they would usually have no problem
to use their cell phone to make a several calls
to grab their attention to the tea stall.
It doesn't matter whether they live
nearby, or in a distance—
as leaves of the trees are adorned with excessive colors
prior to the winter,
the colors of tea remind them to come to the café;
maybe, they, too, love the aroma of tea,
if the bill would not be
paid from their own pocket,
everything would look just fine.
Well, let's
not talk about this today,
since just arriving at this neighborhood,
hearing much of the whisper,
Prosopisia
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NINO PROVENZANO
Italy
Fifth Avenue, Rockefeller Center- Pages
Unread
We are on Fifth Avenue
Rockefeller Center, New York
where the largest Christmas tree
is already in holiday garb giving the signal
to the stores artisticallychoreographed,
to inspire pomp and cheer.
Across, in the window of a gallery,
painted canvases can be observed
of every size
caressed with lights.
Each canvas enclosed in its own frame,
furtively seems to look at its neighbor and say
"I am greater than you,
so said my maker!"
Outside the window,
on the sidewalk,
there is a canvas without a frame,
fluid, alive,
appearing unfinished and choreographed by an artist
who is not present.
What one sees at the moment
is a man with deep eyes, and skin and bones,
sitting on the floor with an almost dignified demeanor.
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His gaze absent, distant.
His expression neither haughty nor pitiable.
People go by, but no one notices,
no one looks at the floor the cardboard
on which is written "Homeless, with no food to eat...."
No one sees the writing,
even if the first line is in large characters,
and red ink, the color of blood
and the second, in black ink,
black as coal, as the deep night.
Tied to the man's left foot
there is a dog with a short leash and a muzzle.
It's not a watchdog, or a hound or catch dog.
It's thin like its master,
eyes tired, mopish,
silently looking at people bundled up
against the cold, angry wind.
Outside the box, on the ground, there is a book that no
one reads.
Only the wind intermittently turns a page,
at times two, three, four.
Unread pages, one after another.
A robin flies in circles above the scene
then lands before the man sitting on the ground
as if with compassion.
Why right here!? A robin
on Fifth Avenue, on a smooth sidewalk,
without breadcrumbs or worms. Why?

Prosopisia
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The bird flies away, then returns.
Tweet, tweet, tweet,
Hops before the man there for no one.
Hops before the empty box.
Hops before the dog with spent eyes.
Hops before the pages that the wind continues to turn......
Tweet, tweet, tweet,
and while moving it turns
two, three times, like a model strutting on the catwalk
to show profile, line ad form.
It flies. Two circles in the air and returns again,
anxiously, as one that forgot
to say an important thing.
Without tweeting, in front of the man sitting on the floor,
the robin with head held high and chest forward,
insists on displaying his wounded hearth
Wounded forever. Born wounded and never healed!
Then it leaves... Only the dog watches the robin....
There... A passerby stops, reads the sign, observes the
scene.
Puts his hand in his pocket and pulls out a fifty dollar bill,
saying to the man "This is yours, if you free the dog. I'll
take it with me.

HAYIM ABRAMSON
Israel

[6554] College Diploma
Remember you are their hope
with an upcoming future
as you wave to your parents
in front of their camera.
Go ahead
and send resumes
showing your accomplishments,
to hundreds of places.
Be happy
with a few responses.
Open them with trembling hands
and a tear.
Your BA diploma
in a cardboard envelope
comes handy to shield you against the sun.
Oh! don't be afraid of the unemployment line.
Likewise at the food distribution station
the diploma is useful

The two men remain with eyes fixed on each others' with a
hatred
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you can use it while you wait
to hold the puzzle you mean to solve.

[6558] Jobs
Time to look over
the years that have passed
from one job to another,
a lifetime.
While the trail lasted
if was an effort with a reward,
something important
and vital to myself and to others.
Thus the way of the world
for the lucky ones who find work.
Is it easy to get that job
for anyone in competition?
Many names of co-workers,
supervisors and clients
bring memories and feelings.
That was me, there?
Beginning with small jobs
and moving on to larger ones,
peppered with unemployment
and the satisfaction of doing well.

CAROLYN MARY KLEEFELD
USA
The Wine of Our Flowering
(In tribute to David Campagna)
Golden in the sun's beams,
you opened the eternal gates
and valiantly left this world
for another.
Caped in an invisible raiment of sacred love,
I push darkness aside.
Sanctified beyond separation,
our hearts are victorious.
And the flowering of our souls
offers us a wine
never before tasted.
From a newfound paradise
amid the crystalline spheres,
we sip this wine–
our eternal elixir.
And the orchards of
another kind of nectar
anoint us.

Learning new skills
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VOLKAN HACIOGLU
Turkey
Time Does Elapse
Time does elapse,
Alas! But it does not pass.

That has hitherto been untold.
Summers see with the eyes of sea
And every page is an age
Of a book washed ashore
Off from Love's look
For evermore.

I have no reason to forget
I have no excuse to claim
To love I have no shame!
The day by the seaside says
The sun runs up and down
With feet so fleet
Where wild roses arose
Lips warmly whisper,
Get red and come close.

Time does elapse,
Alas! But it does not pass.

The world revolves like wolves
Roses rise like lions after winter
Fades the sleep deep and shallow
And leaves in its place a shade
A shivering darkness, and a huge hollow
The grave of seasonal spirits.

“You know that place between sleep and awake,
That place where you still remember dreaming?

Heart sits fast. Love still stands.

A Fall Still Life And The Sounds Of Accordion

The marble arch of snow melts
The sweet anarchy unmasked,
The Prometheus unbound
Fire flares in the river of reveries
Olden times tell the self-same tale
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That's where I'll always love you,
That's where I'll be waiting.”

Peter Pan
Now a little more beautiful you should be
And more deeper the meaning of solitude in your eyes
How many rains passed over them as far as dreams
How many lunar eclipses, and solar flares
How many winds blew after the parting
Like a single frame of a black-and-white silent film
Still stands in the prehistory of all remembrances
Left for me the books read and forgotten
Wish candles gone out in a ruined church
Left for me spleen and melancholy in a thousand pieces
Dried oysters, cries of flamingoes
Upside down rowing boats, preparation for migration
Left for me the last sand castle at the shore
Under the siege of phosphorescences
And the waves of sunset sea
Left for me miseries only adjacent
The doorbells rung and fled, apartment apertures
Battles of district, pregnant cats of the street
Left for me a seam on my knee souvenir from childhood
And the pain I still feel today of the cobblestone
Upon which I fell at the moment I left
The hand of my mother

Left for me a rickety bike without tires
Nobody rides, abandoned on a vacant lot
A wired toy car I adorned by staples
And a second-hand loneliness made in China
As a matter of life and death
Left for me a pirate ship on steam
And at its deck the Albatross without a mate
In Baudelaire's poem
Not yet dead!
Left for me the medieval chateau in which Rilke wrote his
requiems
Cold courtyards, desolate holy springs, Dracula's cellars
Country travels, golden thistles, old landscape pictures
An official post at the Dead Letter Office of Bartleby
Left for me grave robbers who drink wine from skulls
A puppet theater of fake loves in my broken heart
The torn pages of a Barbara Cartland novel
Pirandello's plays, Piranesi's prisons
Left for me sculpted pumpkins, tumbled down pine trees
A fall still life and the sounds of accordion
But now a little more beautiful you should be. . .

The Garibaldi Days
“The heart has its reasons
Of which reason knows nothing.”
Blaise Pascal
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Keep in your mind that rebellious sun
Shining in a sapphire tear
Where through a season free and easy
We look at the dawn of daylight
From the perspective of darkness
Where it is the most beautiful spring
Chevaliers of the revolution
Some Chagall, some Kandinsky
A Lorca far away
Atheist storm
A handful of sweet basils
African peach
And of course a breeze
Attempting to our silence
The fartest point of marble skies
“We live so high above the ground
Satellites surround us”
The den of baleful winds
Well that innocent girl
Who weeps for a historical rain
Where are those all?
Keep in your mind that clouds
In a deep apperception
Human figures swimming in image see
Phoenix on the bastion of idea
In the valley of shadows
The hour-glass of sky
Goes by flowing towards an obscurity
And taking away all the things with itself
Or an aerial mill
Under the heaviness of twilight

30
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PETER THABIT JONES
Wales (UK)
Cante Jondo
Listen to the loud wound
Of Cante Jondo.
It is being summoned,
It is aching on the strings
Of the saddest guitar.
The bird of blackness
Has poetry in its throat,
The history of the outcast
In the ascension of its song.
The wailing theatre unwinds
In the drama of the voice,
A fountain of tears
From the desert of the heart.
The guitar is fragmenting
All of Spain's shadows,
Dropping its blood jewels
On the hidden pains of the past.
Flamenco is flowing like the wine
From green bottles,
The sounds are dancing
In the summer of the mind,
Like passion and sorrow
In a young woman's brown eyes.
Beneath the sharp sickle of the moon,
Prosopisia
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A stream of laments wanders with Death
Through the silent squares
And the dark lanes of memories,
To settle on the dead
In a graveyard for gypsies.

Is piled on horror, where planes scratch
The night sky and break up the morning.

Cante Jondo - (Deep song), a traditional form of Andalusian
song/flamenco.

Of so-called civilization
To the foul and bloodied bones of his reality.

War Child
He is already a hundred years old.
Barely nine, his eyes slowly drown
In his sudden tears as his brown fingers
Tremble below the wound of his lips.
His thoughts walk through the dust memories
Of destruction, the bomb-collapsed
Building where his parents, three brothers
And his two sisters were killed.
He is alone in the world. Alone with his fears.
His small bag of experiences is already full.
The Western reporter and cameraman
Will go back to their hotel and stitch together
Yet another war story, while the boy will wander
His devastated city, where horror

32
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He shakes his dark head, he is lost for words,
As his eyes stare through the flesh

I hold fire in my hands
I hold fire in my hands.
It is not the machine gun
That murders mothers and children.
It is not the flung grenade
That tears to charred pieces
The grey smiles of old women.
It is not the hard hot fist that brutally batters
The grandfatherly face of old men.
I hold fire in my hands.
It is not the code
That ignites the sly bomb
That scatters human meat
Across a Sunday street market.
I hold fire in my hands.
Fire that's as tender as the warming flames
In a cold house in winter;
Fire as determined as the words
Prosopisia
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HUGUETTE BERTRAND
Canada
The Spark

in a sharing silence
it shakes all dreams
and all dramas

Night Waves

In our clay mold
stands a spark
of peace that hope
revives with a blow

A drop in the sea
does'nt raise waves
but it inflates life
until the night's hearth

this warm strenght
between our hands
like a sun
sows compassion
in each loving
movement

such is
life in the night
night in a drop
drop in waves
waves in the heart
of life

in our fold palms
it resets
our unaccomplished
stories

And soon after
the night catches its breath

Night Stage
A night stage
is a grand work
displayed in silence
as dusk sets
it makes its nest
in starry eyes
when the moonlight passes by
setting ablaze amazed hearts
34
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LIDIA CHIARELLI
Italy

USA

Winter Night

Sacred Flow

Very often on winter nights the halfshaped moonlight sees
Men through a window of leaves …
from: A Dream of Winter by DYLAN THOMAS

Reflections of alabaster
in the winter sunset
droplets of subtle mist
covering the sea
with the last swirls
of starlings in the wind.
A crescent moon
makes its way
through the ancient maze,
in the darkness
carved by the waves
on the sand
where
our words
slowly

36
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A deer's paw touches water
head bowed to nourish its prayer.
Tongues of water flow free
around slick boulders.
The water's flow is altered
bysand mounds,
collisions of driftwood move,
double rainbows pose in the mist.
Crosswinds battle for dominance
as the river flows through a valley.
Sidewalls of hills roll to the river's edge,
share granules from its sandstone jackets.
We know the river is ancient
by the scars it exposes.
The deeper the scars,older the river and
wiser the message it imparts.
International, national, regional, local,
a river has no commitment to place.
It just flows downstream

Prosopisia
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CAROLINE NAZARENO GABIS
PHILIPPINES
Quantum's Eve
Omniscient at the first door
like the intervener of world's world
sneaking, skipping
to find the radical place
breaking the walls of the light,
from the ocean of silence and blinding darkness,
the embers of the moon's face gather
undefiled identity
which defies no name.
Pedagogies mulled
the dreamer's tongue
but the braille remains,
chaotic juxtapositions milled,
and the ruins fill the gaps-emerge endless patterns of puzzles
one by one, unsealed,
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builtoutside the box,
wherereason defies life.

Street Mumbles
I am anonymous
considered preterit forms
every detail of cars,
daily rates in hostels,
99-cents shampoo,
Picco's thin crust pizza and
homemade gelato
while I pinned maps
at Boston streets
I learned a little Irish song at a tea party
sat a little while, juggled words of wisdom
as if I knew the revolution in Worcester
tried to wipe every brewed coffee drops
from my Chelsea boots and leather jacket
I rested my back and stammered
whisked the smokes I breathe
from the other table, reminded me
of a certain voice. I chuckled,
there was another castle in the air
in a pool of memories.
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JETON KELMENDI
Belgium
How To Reach Yourself
Passing through countries
Crossing fields, mountains and seas Everything that
The World has
As a traveler accompanied by night and day Which are our
friends
I visit the minutes in my life
Until I meet you
Hey
What are you doing here
Every time I enter inside
Myself
I see you
At every cross road
From one of your scars
From a green light
Of mine
Your eyes are shining in the sky
My trip
Was very long
Through these roads
In which only I had to step on them
I pass them quickly
While being oriented
With your signs
Hey
Strange man
What time is it
What is the date today
40
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Do you know the month
The year
It is a good year
When I passed the road named EGNATIA
Two ladies sat on the grass
Were waiting for me
One appeared to me
Like the sun
The other as the moon
When I came close to
Them again you were
The first lady
The second
Was Love
The guidance of eternity
We talked for long hours
For the things that matter
And not for nothingness
How much we emptied
The creeks of the words
Until I thought that
This is for sure
A magic world
And I departed to return again
To myself
Through those signs guiding myself
Right in the middle of the road
Of return
I was invited by a mountain fairy
As we were nearing
Each other
I was scared
Prosopisia
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I begged her
Not to look at me
I am a traveler
And I am returning to myself
She is soft
And blessed me from the earth
And the sky
Indeed appeared as a familiar voice
Hey miracle
Even here you appeared to me
It is late
Now I am continuing my trip
I may be arriving tomorrow
Who
Had the possibility to travel this far
I was asking the poet who appeared
as I was looking for
What I did not know
And with the softness of the morning
I arrived
At the door of the spirit
Two rays were waiting for me
Hey man
We are meeting again
You and me and my princess
Now I have to accept
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ANIRBAN BASU
India
Take Me
Take Us
There is so much noise
And so little silence
That is supposed to be Music.
Voluptuous bodies swing themselves
Revealing their hairy underarms dotted with septum
Sometimes pink sometimes coarse brown
Take Me
They said
And that is supposed to be Beauty.
Verily The Beast has descended
Hail Thy Merciful Beast!
The Conflagration is nigh!
Take Us
Engulfing our Souls
In whatever form and shape
You decide
________________________

Anodyne
In death my sorrows
Did unwind from my mind
And changing to Love
Formed peace in my bleeding heart
Which had dried itself of the blood
But not of the grief.
The grief was there
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AZITA GHAHREMAN
Iran

Translated in English by Lars palm

Serendip's travel book
Nobody was hidden in anybody's darkness
I must leave the boat to repair again
The sea must enter the story through another door
The trip must be the sloping denial of my role
and on the curtain we may write:
Adiós!
Come on over to the last leaves of autumn on this side!
The road curves so you may keep warm
It's december
Darkness has bowed over us
Our happy imprints lie in the red coffee cup
A little cloud is glimpsed on the edge
The shadows by the tree hold their arms around each
other's throats
but only in this scene
Suddenly it starts to snow
Below the snow
in the glow of the moon and the words
this is our recollection
I dreamt the Majnoon Islands were an enormous bird
You fell to the side like a trunk
I hoped to be able to find you
beyond the palm grove,
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in the sultry painting on the beach
or among all the goods in the market crowd
The star particles and telescopes
flung my mood away hundredfold
I stood naked
The winds whirled in my head
You dropped and set the room on fire
I was in love with a woman called Salma
Instead of covering her face she put on a pair of eyes
and went out
She had silver bracelets and an invisible mouth
and raised the dust beneath the palms
When she stood by the street with gloves and a hat
the red rings hid in the years
Here in the time-zone of the seas hours are deep and blue
and the wind is louder than the flag facing the mirror
Nedjma spoke with
In the pigeon's breast there's a narrow opening
According to her sketch of the view
the sea is closer than before
You are the only passenger in the book
Therefore I show myself naked in good conscience
before you drown
Now it's yesterday again but seven years later
The kind of day when I will
fall in love with you
All your faces are still the same,
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your hands are the leaves on this tree,
your slopes are the direction of the sea
I will cry over your name in every language
At least talk to me sometime, Uzzá
I lie in a brass bed
and they ask for your names
They ask about what the cut off blood-vessels are called
by turns
The laughing eye intended to kill me
We are tightly strapped
They cut us open with needles and scalpels
You part my legs
Roughly they dragged me right through
your warm skeleton
I will never forget
this erosion is now you
They stitch the wounds masterfully
I have fainted
You get up
and instead of with me you're in love with four absent men
Naked and tired you despairingly look for them
behind my back
I roll inside your body
and dream
that someone calls Nedjma to me from the other side of the
bridge
She wrote a strange line from you
across the stones
Your shadow lies outside the lines
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We never got back to the first letters
Leila! In this desert
I miss the walks along the edge
while the alphabet howled in my head
while you laughed at the fingers of the wind
Without you the nights were so simple
and the moon could sneak into the clock
My hair covers another woman's head
and ages
My heart lies in her chest
and sings for you
but the chaffinch's throat
trembles in my voice
The woman turned her gaze from your face
Now Salma is blind
I lead her by the hand
Where are you?

The soldiers march
you have to run a little faster in this story
The city holds your name and your address
The white bird is your emblem
Through the window I saw
the same road and the same arched sky
Now the sentences settle on the soil
then one of us returns to sleep
to keep loving you
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I cut the houses to tiny pieces with a scissor
Trees and boats switched places
I struck out the humans
The holes are deeper than before
on the invisible game board
I stand alone in this delusion
to be your address in escape

Over the paper on the table
heaven, earth and wind united
I am confused
Writing poetry scares me away from your gaze
The gravel under my tongue
makes it hard to speak
In this dark distance I could only hold you
It doesn't matter if you are the same
or if it's me who is Salma
I love you with your mouth
It kisses both our lips

Your sleepy blood covers the cold earth
Your senseless blood rushes in the branches
Leave the fear to the ground's own roots
Turn me into a tall tree
to a figure at the road's end
to a poem you may write
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You must again return on your own
We are the white cedar leaves
We are hills of ash
where it still snows

It's too late to reach some distant destination
so I wait
in the town where snow has fallen
Instead of another woman waiting for you
with someone else's hands instead of yours
on a strange bed
in an invisible room...
I wait
Someone puts my arms around you
I look at you
and your arms are always warm

You have a black beak
You have glowing black pupils
The tyranny of silence sets the night on fire
For a thousand years you have been looking for my hands
between these letters
Your dark wing flashed
and the rain fell
The ground stared at us with your eyes

Death clumsily stitched
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MOHJA KAHF
Syria

U.S.A.

Light Upon Light

News From Soncino

I carry through the winter
In a little niche, my heart
Behind a layer of glass
The glass cupping a wick
The wick soaked in oil
The oil from a tree
The tree holding the universe
Together, roots in heart of earth
Tips in heart of sky
Where a planet blinks
In a long deep night
Heart seeking heart
Light answering light
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The Sikhs are playing cricket in a park no American kid today
could coordinate and I'm their wayback, the old guy sitting on
the cement wall behind the catcher, shooshing the missed
ball back to the standby with my stick, or hobbling over to toss
it back to him. Grazia or Grazie or… I'm in the game at a
distance feeling like Antonio Machado in that one photo
perched on the head of his cane, or maybe that displaced guy
in Pavese's poem who'll later gimp off into the night with the
forlorn translated what's-her-name smoking. They know I'm
not Italian the way I'm eager and watching. I've been biking
around my old neighborhood with my mitt strapped to the
handlebars looking for a game since a kid.
Looking for a moment. A way to fit in. Looking for a way to
catch the ball and toss it back that gets me that look. That nod.
That foreign feeling I can take home and keep to myself.*
Craig Czury's new book, Fifteen Stones, is a collection of
prose poems from Italy, Chile and the territory between.
craigczury.com
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ZIBA KARBASSI
IRAN
TRANSLATED BY LARA POPOVIC

1
if he's you,
you are him,
so, who is he?
the air, like blue is enough

human likes blue
blue likes blue
andi; one pair of bruised fingers
of my grandmother
to grip from her wrist
in a cold, compulsive press

this is what exactly is fucking
my head-thinking endless brain
and leaving me helpless
and like a scorpion biting my dreams
from sunrise to whoosh
falling down sun
to die in your eyes everyday
a thousand times
is huge and monstrous work itself
this embroidery dress that is slowly
losing itself in the embrace of this mirror
is my witness
i am this mirror
in the tired corners of the room
again, giving my sides to the streets
to see better of my seeing self

to freeze with joy
like a reshaped ugly
ice cream

if that's you
you are him
so, who is he?

to melt from my index finger
with the warmth of the lips
my love

drop me from your pig heart
want me with your ass blood
lay my head on your left chest
love me with stubbornness
with the name

if he's you
you are him
so, who is he?
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gnaw me the way the dog gnaws the bone
suck me the way the bee sucks the blood
and drink me like fresh water
and raise me
and become mirrorised
and again

USA
Love is not a word
Love is not a word
in search of some sort of definition
Not a matter of grammatology
font style effects

2
“Cut like morning from love, his chest
Let him come out like sun
from every corner and every valley”
Saeb TabrizI
Swear to dog which is better
To my newly filled canine tooth
With red temples
Newly cut throat from the noose
With these broken words in my mouth
From this death that has climbed up my bones
From the veins that have passed through karun*
Only for taking one leaf for the buttock of my mum
More bullet than chest
I'm standing on my two feet again

*The SECEND LARGEST SALT SEA of Iran IS IN DENGER OF
DRING OUT
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My fingers touch your skin
and the heat transfers
The deeper lava flows
hot as your beating heart
Back and forth I descend
into the wants of your eyes
I feel the rise and fall of your breath
as tears surge out of my face
For each shattered occasion
I missed out on your embrace
And today it is all but too late
and it is never too late
for one more morning alive
for the bliss of the unexpected
Sunbeams ignite the window frame
Dewdrops like supernovae explode
Holy chaos licks the edges
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STANLEY H. BARKAN
USA
Motherhood
Today our daughter got her period.
She has stopped breastfeeding
and feels as if it is the end of motherhood.
Her postpartum problems
have forced her to stop this natural flow.
Her feelings, like a manic,
sometimes fall to such dark depths,
then rise again at her baby's eyes.
But, though Natasha Rose,
seeking for the nipple,
sometimes bites into her arm,
sometimes gets a little cranky,
when she sucks at the bottle
and greedily swallows the spoonsful
of oatmeal, rice, and barley cereal,
and gleefully gobbles greenpeas,
when she giggles and babbles
and crawls backwards,
and tongue explores
the right corner of her mouth,
and, when she widely smiles
at her grandma's greeting
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and stares transfixed
at her grandpa's lullabies,
her mother, our daughter,
knows that “this, too, will pass.”

Undivided

I want no part of me
to be cut away
for reasons of extending
my days on earth.
No piece of this and that
to satisfy the advice
of well-meaning medics
or fears of family or friends.
When I go,
I want to go whole,
all of me as intact,
as possible.
If I am to rest in the ground,
let it be all of me
in the grave,
as if in one canopic jar.
I do not wish
this part of me here
and that part there,
separate in some heaps.
Though, if some part of me—
when the light has faded
Prosopisia
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and the will to be—
should be of use to another,
To keep a flame flaring,
then, by all means,
take my eyes or heart
or some yet useful part.

USA
Sibelius
I listened to Sibelius one weekend end of day,
then walked the pine-ripe woods to hear
the echoes of his symphonay,

Otherwise,
I would be undivided,
waiting the call,
all my parts intact.

while above the bottle-brush limbs of larch
two warblers lofted trills and piping while the deep
and toughened chords of bass and cello rose

Ready to react
when, my dry bones,
as promised,
will rise again.

with them from the darkened umbrous earth, and
the magic of aurora dancing on the blackened roof of night,
and tundra, and men in battle, and the beauty of deep snow

Womb Thoughts

all reach our hearing in the Helsinki concert hall
that lies on the muted avenue of our mythic imagination
and, then again, when the swells of the

In the womb
I was happy
floating about
in my own sea.

composer's ocean, having reached full circle
'round the planet, come surging through my hearing

I had all
that I needed—
why look for trouble,
exit Eden?

once more, spindrift and wave crest-froth
and yet again and again, crescendo upon crescendo,
horns of brass and horns of wood, full throated, filled
with voices resonating from an unseen universe,

I remember . . .
You don't believe me,
but I am sure
of this memory.
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tumbling afore my eyes, a paean of triumph
and beauty, I stare, and embrace.
Prosopisia
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We Stumbled to the Singing Sea
We stumbled
to the singing, rock-edged sea,
where memories are found more than lost,
washed ashore and combed by you and me
in the tidewrack high upon
the dune-cropped strand.
We sifted,
searching for shells that once
mothered pearls and found chords that go
with words that brought us there
while we lyricked inner hymns, to dreamcatch
distant squalls and scudding foam,
tempted scuttlings of ghost crabs
just beyond our fingers' reach,
and probed loose rafts of
green-nubbled Irish moss soughing
in the tuck of restless tidal pools,
each shepherding other memories, other seas,
within the forgiving ebb.
When we left, retracing roads,
we echoed surf and
reprised glitterings of the sea but soon
all faded into the sorting of mail
and retrievals of messages.
Yet the sharp salt air and
the Irish moss kept with me then
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and still now.
It's tough
to wash
away.

The Passing of That Night
We grieved the passing of that night,
a night unlike any other, so we murmured,
So good the air, softly stirred by a hand
called a breeze,
a wandering air
that curled and came about
to hold and caress.
So warm the touch,
fingering keys that
brought the notes that
carried the hues that
planted the seeds
of what we'll remember
in tomorrow's florist shop
of long-stemmed memories,
So vivid in the mind's eye,
swifts winging
against a mauve and crimson sunset,
of couplings in ocean surf,
towels splashed across a sand-dune fence,
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So sharp the cries of gulls
and the terse utterings of terns
now so interchangeable with
yours, and mine,
that a thousand years hence
either you or I or they
will see and hear it yet again
much as it burned itself into the dusk,
into that deepest
evening indigo.
So good the taste of salt upon the tongue,
upon the lip
of ocean's edge,
where rose-nippled dawn
seduces yet all again.

and bought by me for a few dollars in
a New Hampshire barn.
For no good reason, he has camped
on top my sleep-room television
for more years than I care to count,
with a fixed gaze a-tip his upcraned bill toward
the ceiling's corner, and I often imagine
that the living creature from which he
was modeled must have looked, in like manner,
to some part of the sky above,
a patch of good blue punched through
the menacing nimbus,
to the circling hawk, or the osprey
with an itch of hunger.
And my good wood duck, my decoy of Maine,
what must he be thinking,

Decoy
There's a wood duck in my bedroom,
the wooden decoy kind, not
Aix sponsa, of which the male's plumage
is too well known, with vivid red bill, and blue,
and purple, and iridescent blue-green,
and sides of yellowish gold,
no, not that Wood Duck, the second only
to the Mallard in numbers shot each year,
the most beautiful of waterfowl, in the eyes of many,
no, not that splendid luckless oxymoron,
but my wood duck decoy, carved
in Maine, on a forested isle,
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MIRIAM WEBBER
Three ales of woortoises
Tale One - by me

This morning I went out to say good morning to my
garden. In the bed immediately opposite the front
door, two cherry tomato plants have sprung up, and
they are full of delicious little red tomatoes, begging
to be eaten.
Word must have got around, because there was a large
tortoise poised ready to start eating the ones at ground
level. He had a red mark painted on the top of his shell:
somebody's sign of ownership? If he saw or heard me
coming, his reaction was too slow. I picked him up,
carefully holding him away from my body, because
experience has taught me that when a tortoise is picked
up, his legs wiggle (remarkably quickly for a tortoise),
in an attempt to find a hold on solid ground, and he will
perhaps urinate – a stupid attempt at defense.
I told him that I did not allow him to eat my tomatoes,
and walked down to the road, wondering where to put
him. My intention was not to punish him – I merely
wanted him to enjoy himself somewhere else, and my
next door neighbor's garden seemed a good place. The
moment his feet touched ground, he assessed the
situation, spotted the nearest vegetation and headed for
it, without a word.
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Watching him saunter off, I remembered Dopey, who
became my pet tortoise for a few months when I was
about 5 years old. I loved to feed Dopey lettuce leaves
and hear him crunching them with pleasure. Until one
day, looking out of an upper bedroom window in our
house, I was devastated to see him almost out of the
driveway, heading straight for the open road. I was
unable to go after him; my tortoise had run away.
I walked back up to the house and went inside to wash
my hands. (My mother always said, "Tortoises have
parasites and all sorts of things…") I took a small dish
and went out to pick the tomatoes, but as I approached
the plant, a second tortoise was coming down the path
towards my tomato plants. I was tempted to imagine
that the first tortoise had quickly climbed back up again
and come to continue his meal. But this tortoise had no
paint mark on his back - word had clearly got around.
In a déjavu, I picked up this second tortoise, which
looked exactly like the first, and took him down to the
road, intending to place him together with the first.
Perhaps they were already friends and would be glad of
the company.
In the quarter hour that had passed, the first tortoise had
covered about one meter of ground. I put down the
second one facing towards him, and waited to see what
would happen. The moment they spotted each other,
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they turned away and lumbered off in opposite
directions. Go understand tortoises.
* * *

Tale Two - by Reddy
This morning I moseyed along to check how the little
tomatoes were doing: they were all red and ripe. In
mouth-watering anticipation, I made myself
comfortable and was about to take my first bite, when
suddenly I felt myself rising into the air, away from my
breakfast. This was a most strange feeling. I scrabbled
for the ground, but it was far below me. Is this what
"flying" means?
A vice was gripping me around my shell; difficult to say
exactly what kind, because most of the machinery was
behind me, but it was propelling me down the path
towards the road at an incredible speed. I have never
before seen the garden from this breath-taking, airborne angle. When I reached the road, I saw the
rectangular green garbage container standing there
and thought for one horrific moment that I would be
projected into it. This happened once to an uncle of
mine – the sad death of a beloved relative.
The vice lowered me and set me down on the rough
ground at the bottom of the neighbor's garden. I was
miles away from my breakfast, but with luck and
perseverance, I might make it back again within a few
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days. I saw a clump of weeds ahead of me and aimed for
it. I didn't even take a glance behind to see what kind of
vice had brought me here. Finding safe cover was more
important.
About 20 minutes after the vice left me, an ominous
thing was suddenly coming straight towards me and I
was able to see it clearly. It was a tall, multi-colored, fourlimbed monster, and it was gripping my brother Shelley
– with whom I haven't spoken for perhaps 30 years. We
fell out over some worms: he said they were his, but I
found them first, and since then we haven't
acknowledged each other's presence, even at family
events.
My distant cousin Houslow told me later how Shelley
was picked up by the vice, just like I was. He saw it
happen, so I know it must be true.
Shelley must have heard about the ripe tomatoes from a
friend. He certainly wouldn't have heard from me.
For some unfathomable reason, the vice put Shelley
down facing towards me, right in front of my nose. What
did it expect – a peace treaty?! The second we saw each
other, each of us made an about turn and we headed off
in opposite directions, as any self-respecting tortoises
would have done.
I'd be curious to hear Shelley's story if we ever sort out
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legal rights over those worms.

* * *

Tale three - by Houslow
The tortoise population around these parts is always on
the lookout for the tastiest vegetables and fruits, and
recently we have been watching the development of the
cherry tomato plants growing in the garden of house 50.
Today was declared, "Cherry Tomato Day" and the
excitement was great. All the tortoises in the near
neighborhood set out a week ago, to be sure of arriving
in time. The first to arrive this morning was "Reddy," our
leader. We call him that ever since some giant put a
daub of red paint on his back (his full epithet is "Reddy
for action"). The rest of us held back, to see how things
would go – we're always cautious, never rush anywhere.
Reddy entered the garden of number 50 from the top
path, from which he was less likely to be observed, and
when he saw that the coast was clear, he signalled to the
rest of us to come along. We started out, and 3 hours
later, Shelley (who happens to be Reddy's estranged
brother) had moved in to within about 5 meters of the
tomato plants. Reddy was already there, and just as he
was about to start eating, a monster came out of the
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ADELE C. GERAGHTY
A Woman on Board
Aliah
(1966)

Aliah stood near the coffin straining painfully to see her
Grandmother's powdered, wax-like, face. She wore her green
shift dress which draped loosely as a dust cover over the
tender skin of her raw back, red and blistered. It wasn't
appropriate for a funeral but it was the only dress she could
wear in her condition. She rocked to a silent mantra to numb
the pain.
Two days ago, Aliah had missed her daily visit to the
hospital because her Grandmother insisted that she do
something fun for a change. She'd been going to the hospital
every day after school for the several months since
Grandmother had been admitted. Each afternoon she joined
her on the open ward, third left bed from the door. This was a
charity ward with twenty beds of both men and women. A lazy
standing fan pushed stale air and disinfectant fumes from one
row of beds to the other. The screened windows were all
opened to admit as much fresh air as possible, but there was
little breeze. The ward was usually stiflingly hot.
Though no one wanted to speak of it, everyone knew that
her grandmother was dying and Aliah recognised it by the
deep gnawing sickness in her own stomach, every time she
entered the ward and saw Grandmother's shrunken body
beneath the sheets. Grandmother had been a second mother
to Aliah for all the fourteen years of her life, caring for her
whilst her mother worked. Aliah's father had died when she
Prosopisia
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was a baby and family had always been just the three of them,
a loving female household where Aliah was sheltered. It
seemed impossible to her now that Grandmother should be
dying, just when Aliah was about to enter a new school for
which she'd worked so hard, when dreams of a better future
began to feel real and the possibility to make Mother and
Grandmother proud might actually happen. It was too unfair
to think that Grandmother wouldn't see it all and Aliah pushed
the idea away, leaving the familiar sickness in its place.
She had a daily duty to fulfil, which she performed without
question. When grandmother was up to it, Aliah spent time
talking with her, studying whilst she napped, encouraging
her to eat when she could and trying very hard to ignore the
obvious futility. The dim green walls of the ward seemed to
suck the light and life from the air and the naked, yellowish,
light bulbs were of little help. Visitors mulled about the beds
of the other patients, Aliah recognising some of those who
came regularly. As she often did, Aliah wondered, “Where are
grandmother's relatives. My relatives?”

counted most. In many ways, Aliah was quite innocent and
unselfish, always finding good in situations and eager to help.
So, when Aliah somewhat wistfully mentioned that her friends
were going to the beach, Grandmother refused to take no for
an answer. She insisted that Aliah should join them. That was
how she'd headed to the shore with her friends during a
blisteringly hot day. She'd plunged through the crackling,
crisp whips of beach wind, hot and bleached as starched
sheets. Her burning toes skipped faster and faster to the
water's edge as she'd always used to do in happier times.
Grandmother would have waved from the shore, sitting
beneath her old umbrella for shade. Aliah was the first to
jump in.
But the price of her fun was costly. That night she sat
hunched above a supportive bed pillow while an electric fan
blew an ineffectual breeze against her scorched, blistered
skin, and much later, when Mother returned from the ward,
she sadly brought the news that Grandmother had slipped
q u i e t l y i n t o a c o m a a n d d i e d .

There were many of them, too; aunts and cousins and
enough uncles to easily forget their names. But not one of
them ever came, so Aliah religiously went through the
motions every day of filling the vacuum left by them all, until
her mother took over in the evening. Between them,
Grandmother would never become the poor soul who
everyone forgets, listening to the murmur of other people's
families like a beggar hungry for crumbs.

Now, as friends and relatives began to gather for the funeral
Aliah flinched, knowing that one brush against her would
pierce her sheath of wizened, blistered, skin; her loss spilling
as if her entire body could weep. She stepped toward the
shadows of the closest corner, hoping to be bypassed by the
guests, but she heard them coming closer, amenities drifting
in monotone, the clap of hands patting backs, sombre
whispered rhetoric and someone asking for her; 'Where is
Aliah? Oh, here she is!'

Aliah's diligence hadn't gone unnoticed, either.
Grandmother never ceased to praise her to the nurses,
boasting of the good girl she was, in all the ways which

All of them were there at once, the relatives who never
came to see her Grandmother while she lay dying. Faces and
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names she couldn't recall, pressing closer as she stepped
deeper into the darkness, all bending forward to deliver
feather kisses to cheeks, wishing condolence in myriad. Then
they drifted on a wave of whispered collective memories
toward the most comfortable seats, leaving her alone again in
the shadows beside her Grandmother. Only one was left
behind her, standing silent and close, whose strong hands
slipped around her back and cupped both her breasts,
squeezing, kneading, turning her away from the others, the
dead eyes of her grandmother oblivious to the challenge
above her.
She knew what was happening, had been warned often
enough about strangers on trains and in parks, perverse men
who lured, cajoled, elicited pity and flattered their way to
gratification. But here, with her grief, her skin, her pain, her
grandmother so close yet infinitely far, her helplessness was
manifold. And though this was a distant relation, this was no
stranger. She'd never been warned about this. This was an
uncle's cousin's husband, who showed himself at funerals
and family gatherings, a saintly old fellow of a grand age, one
who was always trusted and deserved everyone's respect. He
was loved by all who knew him: a legend. Her future became a
pinpoint of light which threatened to disappear if she
breathed.
The dim lamps spread tangible shadows between thick-set
furniture and restrictive drapes, in a room filled with people
who could not or would not choose to see. With the intake of
one very brief breath she realised she would never be
believed. No amount of work or study or pride would prove
her integrity. The spicy scent of carnations was sweet and
cloying as a shroud. Then the darkness seemed to thicken and
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ZARKO MILENIC
How Are You?
He rang for the first time.
Nothing.
Then for second time.
Nothing again.
He waited a moment and then rang for the third time.
In a feeble voice someone called:
"Come in..."
He entered the apartment. He recalled that the
bathroom was on the left, the bedroom straight on, the living
room on the right.
"Do I have to beg you to come in?!”, piped up the
voice. His uncle was lying in the living room and the voice was
his.
"How are you?”, asked his uncle and extended his
hand. His hand was thinner than it had been the year before.
And so yellow. Like the lemon on the table by his uncle's bed.
His uncle's head, now bald, reminded him even more of a
lemon.
"Fine", he told his uncle.
"Sit down. Why are you standing?"
He sat down on a chair. His uncle's pajamas were
yellow too.
"How is everyone at home?”, asked his uncle.
"Fine. They are all fine", he said and looked out of the
window. The rain had stopped. The window was closed. He
envied the scant passersby the fresh air.
"Why, you are soaking wet!”, noticed his uncle.
"Quick, take a pair of my pants from the wardrobe, strip the
shirt, the socks, there are slippers in the hallway under the
coatrack.”
He did what his uncle said. The pants were baggy, he
couldn't find a belt, so they kept slipping down, the shirt was
too big, he was skinny. Like his uncle now. He came back into
the room and sat on the chair. Again he looked out of the
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window.
"What's wrong?”, asked his uncle.
"I didn't pass an exam."
“Which one?"
"Business and Development Policy."
"Don't you worry, you'll pass it."
The student said nothing.
"When is the next exam period?"
"In two months."
"You'll definitely pass it then."
"I hope so..."
"Definitely!"
The student said nothing. The uncle said nothing.
He stared at the ceiling. The student looked at a piece of
needlepoint on the wall. "A Reaper Cuts Grain." A verse of
Lorca's. "The ripe grain falls." And this? His?
"Pour yourself a brandy", said his uncle.
The student took the flask from the table. He
untwisted the cork and poured the brandy halfway up a
small glass.
"Don't skimp", said his uncle. "I have no one to leave
it to!"
The student poured the brandy to the rim. He had
last had brandy on New Year's Eve.
He sipped a little. It burned in his throat. It was
strong. All brandy was strong for him.
"You do not drink with gusto. As if I am not your
uncle!"
The student drank the rest. It brought tears to his
eyes.
"Come on, have the next one for me!"
The student poured himself another. He sipped it
again. He would not drink the rest, no matter what his uncle
said.
His uncle switched on the radio. The news. He
chose a different station. The same. And the third one.
Finally he found music.
"I don't like talking”, said his uncle.
The music was familiar to the student, but he
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couldn't pin down the name of the composer.
His uncle switched the radio off. He wouldn't hear
the speaker'svoice saying "That piece was by..."
Silence again.
Then the student asked his uncle:
"How is Auntie?"
"Fine."
"Is she working?"
"Second shift."
"And Ivana?”, asked the student about his cousin
who had gotten married the year before.
"She's pregnant."
If it was a son, they might give him his
grandfather's name. Her grandmother's name was Ivana.
"How have you found retirement?”, the student
asked his uncle.
"Fine at first."
The student wanted to ask his uncle when they
would be getting an apartment, because his fat aunt always
complained that this one had barely enough room to turn
around in, but then he changed his mind.
"How is your grandmother?”, asked his uncle.
"Fine, old."
"How old is she?"
"Seventy-seven."
"Old", said his uncle who had only just begun his
sixth decade. The student remembered a telephone
conversation between his aunt and his mother. Everyone
would always ask her how her husband was doing. His aunt
would answer." A little better," or "Better".
His father would follow that with:
"What can you do! Let's let the living live."
Mother: "You are still young."
Grandmother: "That is how it goes when someone
has cancer."
Before the student came to visit, his father and
mother had been there. His uncle had been at the hospital
then. Later he asked to be released.
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The father had departed first. He hadn't wanted to
bring grandmother.
Then mother. She was sorry that she had left. She
had taken away a full suitcase and brought back an empty
one. She remembered how last year, after her own mother
had died, her sister-in-law had conveyed her condolences
empty-handed. She had not come to the funeral. His mother
wouldn't go to her husband's.
"Have you found a job?"
"No."
"Why don't you come by more often?"
The student shrugged. He said:
"I am a part-time student."
The phone on the table rang.
"We have a guest", said his uncle after the "Hello".
His aunt on the other end of the line said nothing in
response.
His uncle said - "Bye" and hung up.
"What time is it?”, asked his uncle.
"Ten ten."
"Already? She'll be here any minute... It's about
time..."
The student went to the bathroom. He stood in front
of the mirror. His hair had dried. He picked up a comb. The
biggest one. Probably his uncle's. He combed his hair.
Long ago, when he was in elementary school, he
had visited his aunt. Ivana and they were alone in the
bedroom one afternoon. They played hide-and-seek. On the

SHALINI SHARMA
Comma to Full Stop
If only life could be punctuated… Inspite of being a student
of English, Grammar has neither been an easy to go topic for
me, nor has it been my last love. Something as obvious as
Punctuation Marks to be taught and practised through
exercise after exercise deepened my frowns for Grammar
classes. I could never comprehend how one could hate the
grammar part of a subject when one could easily immerse in
the literature part of it. Perhaps English too is like Indian
family wherein a daughter in law is meted out the different
treatment as compared to a daughter.
But strangely while pondering upon a suitable idea for a
write-up, between the vague words and blank spaces, what
popped easily were the commas and the full stops. And
through the mesh of the ideations and those marks, what
peeped out was the thought if only this life was an exercise for
punctuation. If only, we all could easily sprinkle the marks
and turn the tirade of undesired events in our lives. If only,
our lives could be touched with the desired commas at
desired junctures…
Comma was just a mandatory obligation to grammafymy
writing. It has been always that involuntary glass of hot lemon
water of mornings; always to be gulped mindfully or
forcefully. But today I realise how my mental make up would
have been different had I used it in my life. How many more
memories had I collected in my deposit of happiness if only I
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had used that comma to pause and ponder upon whenever I
ran home to complain to my parents about my friends fighting
with me. I wish I had put a comma to all those indelible
moments of running and playing in rains with friends, going
for unplanned picnics with parents in the evenings, blissful
narrations of Shakespeare's tales as bedtime stories. Above all
I wish there was a full stop in my life an evening before my
mother left us forever.
They say life is a struggle and every struggle ends with …
Keep searching for the finale until you meander to a blind
road. Perhaps the loss of my father has been such ellipsis.
There is a full stop and yet continuity into the abyss of
sadness. God never offers us slashes for the best things in life.
Ya but you will have to strike one of the best choices. For
instance it is an either or for a working women when faced
with a promotion and commotion of a crying toddler. The
equal sign only comes in handy when comparing currencies.
Otherwise in real life equality disappears in comparabilities
of vastness of the vehicles, hugeness of the houses, glitter of
the gold. The = sign so many times strikes itself when a
daughter-in-law seeks her parents in in-laws.
Exclamation marks are the most benevolent and efficacious
accomplices. The generous use of the exclamations I make
when confronting my children helps me in spending less
physical energy in shouting and ranting. If only I had availed
them at the opportune moments and for the right
opportunists, instead of silently playing the role of a so-called,
well-cultured member of society, there would have been less
frustrations and lesser recollections of painful feelings.
Grammar comes with the set rules but living does not. Inspite
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THE ART OF JAYANTI RABADIA
Re-interpreting the Roots:
The other day I was discussing Croce with my young
daughter, a student of fine Arts at MS University Baroda.
During the course of discussion there did flash a conclusive
notion which I felt worth sharing with my elfin artist. So
suddenly, indeed, the cascading of the notion soaked me
within and has kept me overwhelmed till date. To teach is to
learn twice – is it not well said by someone I seem to have
forgotten the name of. His words, however, came upon like
second flash of yet another illumination. This double blessing
goaded me into a raas and kept me enthralled with some lasya
bhava.
And then I explained to my daughter that there are three basic
walls – a writer or an artist for that matter should lean against
in order to create something for the times to come. My poor
knowledge and much too short experience as a teacher have
taught me that a writer or an artist should take refuge in either
Nature, or Folk or Human Relationships for the sake of
creating something perennial. And the examples before me
were Kalidasa, the Nature-drunk poet and dramatist,
Shakespeare, the greatest delineator of human relationships
with all their complexities and subtleties, and Sir Walter Scott,
the man and writer deeply rooted in folk art and culture of the
land he himself belonged to. All great art – be it in any medium
revolves round any one of these pivots.
An artist, as a matter of fact, has a double role to play: he
records the becoming – the flux-ity in time and space and at
the same time attempts to reinterpret the being – the world of
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fixed establishments, institutions, notional paradigms and
what not. And this he does through his distinct creativity. To
be a part of what was and has been and also to perform as a
vector – giving force and direction to the already established
and existing order – this precisely is a herculean task which is
effortlessly achieved by a writer or an artist. I say, in all
consciousness, 'effortlessly' for the creative process, be it of a
poet or an artist, at least in its initial inspirational phase is a
sudden revelation and an abrupt beyond-control-experience.
All art activity or creativity, for that matter, is performance
manifested in distinct modes and mediums. The closest
equivalent to this performance may be found in the Sanskrit
word Yajna which has come down to us from the ancient Vedic
scriptures and the Bhagvad Gita as well. What the Lord
Krishna says about Yajna and about himself in the Gita that
Aham Kratur aham Yajnah Swadha'ham aham
aushdham
Mantro'ham aham eva'jyam aham agnir aham hutam
‐
IX,
16
(I am the ritual action, I am the sacrifice, I am the
ancestral oblation, I am the (medicinal) herb, I am the
(sacred) hymn, I am also the melted butter, I am the
fire and I am the offering.)
is equally applicable to the artist at work. In the performance
of Yajna, as per the postulates of sacred scriptures, the Hotra,
the Agni, the Samidha and the Yajman are lined up and one.
The very chemistry of all oned-up is a sin qua non for the
ultimate success of the Yajna and the attainment of the
desired goals. At the same time Yajna involves “sacrifice”
which amounts to the negation of the self by the performer.
This is perhaps not very far from the Keatsian notion of
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negative capability where artist or the writer is supposed to
negate himself for the sake of his creation. And this what
Yeats so poetically asks “how can we distinguish the dancer
from the dance!” The other day when I visited the department
of murals at MS University Baroda, I had the opportunity of
having a glimpse of Jayanti Rabadia's creations. Enthralled as
I was watching each of the masterpieces one after the
another, the first impression that informed me was one of an
artist-cum-performer who is deeply rooted in Indian culture
especially the Gujarat segment. Most of his murals and
ceramics are thematically based in folk art and culture. His
inspiration is usually drawn from the popular proverbs and
maxims which somehow are a dying usage in our day-to-day
conversation. It is in this way that he has taken upon himself
the twin task of preserving our already fading lingual legacy
on one hand and also re-interpreting a “was” and “has been”
in the modern context for the benefit of contemporary and
future generations of artists.
“All great art is romantic as well as classic” – said Croce. The
word Romantic somewhere is associated with folk art and
literature. However both the terms – Romantic and Classic
have a common element – the power to charm. This beside,
there is a kind of remoteness enshrined in any art work which
is labeled either as Romantic or Classic. Remoteness breads
charm which is the sin qua non of any art piece. No wonder
this is something that I have personally & impersonally found
in the ceramics and murals of Jayanti Bhai. Almost all of his
creations share a uniform and subtle fascination. Fascination
is a dual process involving ascent and descent both. The
creation seems to descend down to the being of the onlooker,
and the spectator in his turn moves upward towards the
creation. A mystical point of communion at which the two
become one seems to fall somewhere in the course. And the
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whole experience ultimately remains inexplicable and tends
to dwell in symbolic Logos.
A mural/ceramic creation like the following

is based on the Gujarati proverb – Mann hoi to made jaway.
Bereft of its folk leanings the work seems to be covertly rooted
in the Indian myth of Lord Krishna lifting the Mount
Govardhana upon his little finger. The blue background
seems to indirectly suggest the transparent presence of the
Blue Lord. This, however, is simply the mythic backdrop. As a
matter of fact what Jayanti Bhai tends to create, finally, is a sort
of a palimpsest – not just re-interpreting old myths, not using
them for the sake of re-interpreting modern and
contemporary plights and situations – he is too much an artist
to be so much calculative. The mythic and the modern in such
creations are chemically blended and the artist is just a
catalyst in the Eliotian sense. The face of the elderly man, wild
and courageous looks, moustached in all masculinity
suggests the very persona being a confident custodian of
ancient and ancestral morality, faith, righteousness and
piety. The cowri-studded mountain also has a symbolic
significance of destiny and prosperity or what is poetically
called “ancestral pulse” by W. B. Yeats in 'Bronze Head' – here
thrown upon a mountain which is well-lifted by the mature
blue lord.
Similarly his woodcut creation – Mota ma ghushva nai, seems
to have all animal-ity about itself. The very choice of woodcut
medium suggests wildness with a pinch of jungle humour
which further strengthened by the proverb itself. The popular
Gujarati maxim is a sarcasm on human greed which is
eternally insatiable. It is greed which may be held responsible
for a number of socio-economic evils creeping into human
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world. The rhino in the stomach of a sitting elephant is also
symbolically relevant as the thick-skinned animal may refer
to the shamelessness and callous insensitivity of the modern
man. The black of the rhino may hint at the dark side of human
nature so well enshrined in his avarice. The creation
exemplifies the subtle artistic mode of Jayanti Bhai in making
a run-of-the-mill sort of usage into a piece of fascinating art.
The calm and tranquil posture of the sitting elephant tends to
stand for the philosophical detachment of non-human world
towards human greed and never to be fulfilled desires. The
rough texture with criss-cross linear pattern all over the
elephant figure is also metaphorical of the complexity of
human society and nature as well.
Yet another of Jayanti Bhai's ceramic creations – Jack of all, is
again based on one of the most popular proverbs today – Jack
of all, master of none. However the artist's interpretation of
the overused maxim is also representative of his own
subjective thinking and acumen. The human figure trying to
control a tigress through riding upon it and measuring its
length with his widespread arms is suggestive of his vain
effort. The masterpiece is a replica of human mind in a threedimensional form. Not a peep into but a peeping out of human
brain caught in its conscious and subconscious processes is
something which the artist is basically concerned with. Man
being at the top of the evolutionary ladder has inherited specs
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